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1. Statement of results. Let q be a positive integer, Z a prim-
itive Dirichlet character mod q, and L(s, Z) the corresponding Dirichlet
L-function. The purpose of this article is to show the following
asymptotic formula"

Theorem 1. If q is odd and T>_I, then for any 0,
(1) .If IL(1/2-it, Z)l dt=q-(q)T.log T

q-(q){l+log 2z 2r log q--2 (p--l)- logp}T
+ /

+ O((qT)’+" + q(qT)’ log (qT)+ q/(qT)’/+q log (qT)),
where (q) is Euler’s function, is Euler’s constant, and, also through-
out this paper, the symbol indicates the sum in which n runs
over the values with (n, q)= 1.

The following corollary is easily deduced rom Theorem 1, using
Lemma 3 of Heath-Brown [4]. Although he proved this lemma only for
the case of the Riemann zeta-unction, we. can immediately generalize
the statement to L-unctions if t >> q.

Corollary. If q is odd and t>q, then for any 0,
( 2 ) L(1/2+it, z)=O((qt)/+O.
As a consequence o Kolesnik’s result [5], we can show that (2) holds
if t >> q+. Our result covers the range q*((t ((q. (See also [2] and
[3].)

Theorem 1 is a generalization of the ollowing formula, which is
proved by Balasubramanian [1]"

.’ (1/2+it) dt T. log T (1 +log 2z 27)T+O(Tm+ ),

where 5(s) is the Riemann zeta-function. Our proo o Theorem 1 is
an analogue o Balasubramanian’s argument. But i we modify his
calculation directly, we get only an error term which is rather bad
with respect to q. Therefore, in the last stage, we utilize Heath-
Brown’s estimate o some type o exponential sums [3], which is based
on Weil’s famous estimate of Kloosterman’s sum [9].

For even q, we can only get the ollowing weaker result"
Theorem 2. If we replace the error term of the right-hand side
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of (1) by
O(qT/l-TS/12 log (qT) + q3/TS/l log (qT)+ q9/2TS/2

+ q3/4T/4 log/2 T+ q. log (qT)+ q2 log (qT)),
then, this asymptotic formula holds for any positive integer q.

We can prove Theorem 2 by a similar generalization of
Titchmarsh’s argument [8], instead of [1]. We can’t apply the argu-
ment of pp. 199-200 of [8] for even q, but we can go. thro.ugh the
obstacle by using the PSlya-Vinogradov inequality.

We remark that the third term of the right-hand side o.f (1) is a
new aspect; it vanishes in the case of the zeta-function. Theorem 2
asserts that this term appears or every q>=2. (He.re we mention
that the work of Narlikar [6] also suggests the existence of this term.)
The proof o Theorem 2 is in act simpler than that. o Theorem 1, so
in this paper, we only show (the outline of) the proof of Theorem 1.

The author expresses his gratitude to Prof. A. Fujii for suggest-
ing the present problem and many useful discussions. He is also
indebted to Messrs. L. Murata and T. Hattori or careful reading of
the manuscript.

2. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1. Let
q

C C()- z(n) exp (-2zin/q),
n=l

a--(1--Z(--1))/2, p-i-(/)C-/q/, k-q[(t/2uq)n],
-(qt/2u)/-k-1/2, exp (i)-p exp (i(2a-1)/8),
exp (ia)-z(n) if (n, q)-1, and,
exp (iO) p(q/)(’/)*-’/(F((s+ a) /2) /F((1 s+ a) / 2))’/2,

where, F(s) is the /"-function and is the usual Gauss symbol.
Then, from Theorem 6 of [7], we have

exp (iO)L(1/2+it, Z)=2 ’ n-’/ cos (8+an--,t.lo’gn)
t=l

+(2/qt)’/( 1)-’ (sin (2(]+ (1/4)q)))-’

sin (2q-’(]+ (q+ 1)/2--n)--n2q-++)
n=l

+O(q-’/T/)
=f(t) +ft.(t) +f(t), say.

We carry out the evaluation o,f this right-hand side in an analogous
way to the method o [1], Part I. In this calculation, we encounter
some different situations from the case of the zeta-function. In par-
ticular, Lemma 11 (ii) and (iii) of [1] no longer holds, so we cannot
apply Balasubramanian’s argument o.f simplifying A to general q.
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(See [1] p. 561.) But, if q (:>3) is odd, we can fortunately estimate
the corresponding term by the method of pp. 199-200 of Titchmarsh

Consequently, corresponding to Lemma 21 of [1], we can show[8].
that

(3) Z)l dt=q-lo(q)T.log TIL(1/2+it,

--q-lq(q)(l+log 2z 2" log q--2 , (p--l) -1 log p)T

+ O(T/ logm (qT)+ q(qT)v+ q/(qT)/s+ q/ log (qT)),
where the definition of U and B is as ollows If we put

8,(t) (1/2)t. log (qt/2) (1/2)t+ (1 / 4)i. log (q-C(z))-/8
and L=q[(T/2=q)V], then

U=’’ (mn)-/ log- (m-n) sia (am--a + T. log (m-’n)),
lmnL

B=’’ (mn)-V(23(T)--log (mn))-lm<nL

sin (23(T)+a+an T. log (ran)).
For the purpose of estimating U and B, we consider the following

sum. For 0, we define
X= (re(m-k))-/ log- (m-(m-k))

k<(M/H)+

X z(m)z(m-- k) exp (it. log (m-(m-- k))).
We can reduce the estimate o X to that o.f the sum

q-1

S=S(q Z, k, n) z(m- k)z(m) exp (2imn/q).
m=O

Applying Heath-Brown’s estimate o S (Lemmas 5-8 of [3]), we can
show X<(H if H>>(qT)v+ for arbitrary small e0. Then, by "the
multiple integration process" of Balasubramanian [1], we can deduce
the estimate U=O((qT)V+’). Finally, we can treat B in a similar
way, and get the same estimate B =O((qT)V+). These estimates and
(3) complete the proof of Theorem 1.
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